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Boston City Hall 
Source: wikimedia.org 
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Atlantic Wharf, 
Boston, MA 

Source: bostonproperties.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Atlantic Wharf is designed to use 33% less energy than comparable downtown office towers and 42% less energy than a typical existing office in New England. New England office building energy use: 114.6 MBTU/SF/year (CBECS 2003)Prudential Tower use: 99.1 MBTU/SF (2008)Atlantic Wharf Office Tower energy use: 66.7 MBTU/SF/year (DMI 4/2009)Estimated savings of 30,000,000 MBTU/year (DMI 4/2009)Estimated 43% reduction (4,625 metric tons/year) in CO2 equivalent emissions compared to an average Boston building (based on Energy Star Target Finder).Envelope features contributing to better energy performance: 20% Better thermal properties of building envelope save heating and cooling energy. ASHRAE 90.1-2004 Curtain wall: U-value of 0.084Atlantic Wharf Curtain wall: U-value of 0.06742% Better thermal properties of glass save heating and cooling energy. ASHRAE 90.1-2004 Glazing: U-value of 0.57Atlantic Wharf Glazing: U-value of 0.3332% Better thermal properties of roof save heating and cooling energy. ASHRAE 90.1-2004 Roof: U-value of 0.063Atlantic Wharf Roof: U-value of 0.043
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Cape Cod Cottage 
Source: flickr.com/photos/jeffreypitcher 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cape Cod cottage is a subset of the Colonial Revival style, most popular from the 1920s to the 1940s. It's modeled after the simple houses of colonial New England, though early examples were almost always shingled, while 20th century Capes can be clapboard, stucco, or brick. Many houses of the post World War II building boom were Capes, 
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Passive House 
by Karawitz Architecture 

Source: archdaily.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.archdaily.com/84165/passive-house-karawitz-architecture/
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Boley Building 
Kansas City, MO 

Source: Wikipedia  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Architect Louis S. Curtiss' Boley Clothing Company Building (1909), Kansas City, Missouri. Considered of of the first glass curtain-wall buildings in the world.
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Lewis Center 
Oberlin College, OH 

Source: new.oberlin.edu 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oberlin building – Lewis Center



BUILDING ENCLOSURES: HIGH 
PERFORMANCE & SUSTAINABLE  

8 © Fraunhofer USA 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jan’s point is that some enclosure solutions may offer significant energy savings but have a non-trivial embodied energy, and vice versa.You want solutions that achieve both.



High-Performance Thermal Insulations 

Potential of high-performance insulation systems is high … 
◼ Superior thermal performance – R-10 to R-50/inch (depends on technology and applications)  

◼ Perfect for heating dominated climates 

◼ Thin profiles often eliminate need for costly installation  
◼ Installation process different than for most conventional systems – adhesion, blankets 
◼ Up to 70% reduction in space conditioning loads from reduced conduction and infiltration 
◼ Cost example: Actual material costs of vacuum insulation much lower than system costs 

◼ Due to low manufacturing volumes, lack of installation practice 

… but cost and implementation challenges remain 
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Bjørn Petter Jelle  - BEST3 Conference 2012 IEA Annex 39 report 2007 ASPEN Aerogels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vacuum Insulation Panels (VIPs), Gas Filled Panels (GFP), Aerogels, New Generation of Foams and CompositesVIP Cost information: Achievable costs are $2.00 to $30.00/ft2 , 1-in. thick, R-40 panel (depends on manufacture and application target). VIP panels produced in the U.S. are in the range between $8 and $16 /sqft per R-40. DOE EERE mentioned in one of their publications a price target of $6.50.More information available in Fraunhofer Building America report



◼ VIPs packaging can significantly decrease 
nominal R-value due to thermal bridging 

◼ Example shown: 
◼ VIP with fumed silica: R-40 per inch 
◼ VIP - foam assembly protects panels from 

mechanical damage  
◼ Nominal R-value reduction over 60% 
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Example of Enabling Work for Advanced Insulations: 
Thermal Optimization of VIP –Based Wall Insulation Systems 

◼ Solution: Optimize VIP packaging to 
reduce thermal bridging 
◼ Testing and 3-D thermal modeling 
◼ Optimize installation methods for 

interior and exterior wall applications 
◼ Development of specific framing 

system for walls 
 

 
 

Fraunhofer CSE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key point: Thermal bridging a major issue with high-performance systems, i.e., the details really matter.



DYNAMIC ENVELOPES TO MATCH 
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMETAL LOADS 

© Fraunhofer USA 2015 

 Kleinfeldt Mychajlowycz Architects Inc. Toronto, Canada  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need another picture for PnPLeft-most image: Andrew Michler – Inhabitat; This is a 2009 Solar Decathlon Europe house built by Virginia Tech.  See:http://inhabitat.com/lumenhaus-pulls-ahead-at-the-solar-decathlon-with-smart-adaptable-design/ Right Image: Kleinfeldt Mychajlowycz Architects Inc. Toronto, CanadaThis is a solar wall system, using metal panel walls as a solar air collector. Presented building is located at Toronto airport. See:http://solarwall.com/media/download_gallery/cases/GreaterTorontoAirportAuthorityY07_SolarWallCaseStudy.pdf



Dynamic Envelope Strategies 

◼ Thermal design of building envelopes - walls, roof, and attic assemblies is still based on steady-
state, “thermally static” criteria, but they are subject to dynamic climatic conditions  
◼ Results in relatively low thermodynamic (exergy) efficiencies 

◼ Diminishing returns of adding increasingly more thermal insulation 
◼ Incremental energy savings 
◼ Insulation embodied energy and emissions of ozone- depletion gases (for some insulations) 

◼ Value of dynamic strategies:  
◼ Up to 50% reduction of space conditioning loads 
◼ Load shifting: up to 90% reduction in peak-hour cooling loads 
◼ Enhanced comfort 
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Solar Energy Kosny et al. 2013 Cosella-Dorken, Germany Kingspan, UK Fraunhofer ISE, Germany www.tjskl.org.cn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thermal Mass, Phase Change Materials (PCMs), Dynamic Ventilation, Switchable Surface Properties 



PCM-enhanced Attic Insulation Systems  
 

◼ Attics with significant thermal insulation are 
not best performing design options 

◼ Integrating PCM into attic floor insulation can 
significantly reduce (20% to 35%) attic-
generated thermal loads 

◼ Greatest benefit from PCM at bottom or 
middle of attic floor insulation  

◼ Cooling load shifting 
◼ Inorganic PCMs have large cost reduction 

potential  
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Kosny et al. Solar Energy  - 108 (2014)  pp.164-77) 

Fraunhofer CSE test huts 
In Albuquerque, NM 

Attic insulation test  
assembly – PCM in center 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the point of the plot?  The PCM figure shows three configurations of condensed PCM application (i.e., PCM mixed with blown cellulose) Simulated results shown (configurations 2-A, 2-B & 2-C) to analyze an impact of the PCM location on the attic energy performance. Thermal insulation used in analysis was blown cellulose.  It has a density of 40 kg/m3, thermal conductivity of 0.042 W/kg.K, and a specific heat of 1380 J/kg.K.  Each of these material PCM configuration were simulated for Phoenix, AZ climate. Computations were made for PCM with peak of the melting at around 26.5C and peak of the freezing at 25.0C. Total melting process enthalpy, Hm, for this PCM was 119 kJ/kg (within temperature intervals 22ºC to 27ºC for melting processes and 20ºC to 26ºC for PCM freezing).Simulated heat conduction profiles on the ceiling for three modeled PCM configurations and for the basic case without PCM. What is marked on the chart, is 2 hour time delay for the peak-hour load in case of the center and bottom PCM locations. Peak load reduction for the best case with the bottom PCM location is about 70% (not marked on the slide, can be just mentioned)Refer to paper if somebody is interested.What is the most effective temperature range for PCMs in attic applications?20C to 35C depends on the climate, PCM configuration, and PCM locationInorganic PCMs:We’re working largely with salt hydratesNon-flammable, do not require fire retardants that organic PCMs doDoes require encapsulantsHigher enthalpy creates potential for 2-3 times greater enthalpy density of salt hydrate system relative to organic PCMsInorganic PCMs have the potential to reduce PCM costs by up to ~70%



Advanced Insulations & Dynamic Envelopes: Solutions for Any 
North American Climate  
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COOL ROOFS PCMs ADVANCED INSULATIONS BI SOLAR THERMAL ENVELOPES REFLECTIVE INSULATION 

DYNAMIC ROOF VENTILATION BUILDING INTEGRATED PV 

SWITCHABLE COATINGS PASSIVE SOLAR & THERMAL MASS 

http://funbuzz.com/Page5.html NIBS, WBDG, 08-24-2012 ZAE BAYERN, Germany ThermaCool, Datum, UK  Albright Roofing, Tampa, USA  

 ORNL 

 gardnerlaboratories.com 

Greenbang  06, 27, 2011, Gridovate  

Viahouse.Com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why wouldn’t you use passive solar in the coldest climates?
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Miasolé on Walmart Rooftop 
Source: Walmart 

Ballasted PV on Walmart Rooftop 
Source: Walmart 

SunPower Installation Westport, CT 
Source: SunPower Success Stories 

Transformations Zero Energy Home 
– Devens Green, MA 

Source: greenenergytimes.net 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.bisem-usa.com/press/bisem-and-smud-collaborate-install-nation%E2%80%99s-first-photovoltaic-curtain-wall-retrofit



Dow Powerhouse 
Source: Dow Powerhouse Facebook 

CertainTeed Apollo II 
Source: certainteed.com 

Ubiquitous Energy 
Source: Miles Barr 

BISEM PV Curtain Wall Retrofit  
Source: Bisem-USA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://us.sunpower.com/home-solar/success-stories/hartnells-family-westport-connecticut/



An Integrated and Sustainable Vision: Affordable Net-
Zero Energy Homes 

◼ Traditional home designs, ~1,800 ft2, 3 BR 
◼ Cost-optimized Passive House – Cost ~ $125/ft2 

◼ Excludes incentives, land, road, engineering, permits, septic, soft costs and fill 
◼ Highly efficient homes for cold climates  

◼ Passive solar measures – More southern windows, few northern, strategic overhangs  
◼ Highly insulated double-stud walls (R-47) and attic (R-63)  
◼ Tight construction - ~0.5 ACH – mechanical ventilation systems 
◼ Ductless minisplits for heating and cooling – peak heating load <11,000 Btu in Massachusetts 

◼ Actual energy consumption: 915 kWh/year (~0.5kWh/(sf x yr); ~$15/month) 
◼ Next: Plus energy houses to power electric vehicles 
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Source: Scott (2013) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NZEH – for Cold Climate ~cost-optimized passivhaus – “The Farmhouse”Goal: Affordable NZEHSize: 1,825 ft2, 3 bedrooms Peak heating load ~10,500 BtuCellulose in the attic floor, R 3.5 per inch (18” for an R-63)Low Density Foam in the walls, R 3.9 per inch (12” for a cavity insulation of R-46.8Good windows – e.g., U~0.2 (varies among homes)Passive orientation More glazing on south side, almost none on northTight construction: ~0.5 ACHMechanical ventilation systems needed for ventilation airIssues have occurred in initial models – points to clear need for smart ventilation system: 1. Control based on actual occupancy 2. Diagnostics to ensure proper ventilation system operation.Affordable Cost = $186,249 or ~$102 per square foot ($9.53 per square meter)Excludes land, road, engineering, permits, septic, soft costs and fillIncludes $20,000 in incentives from the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative, and $21,432 in Federal/State tax creditsW/o Incentives and tax credits: $125/ft2Next generation home has similar costMassachusetts S-RECS, PV leasing can help increase cost effectivenessActual energy consumption = 915 kWh/year, or ~$15/monthDuctless minisplit heat pumps – lower cost than ducted systems!Next: Plus-energy homes for EVs!s



THE SMART BUILDING OF TODAY & 
TOMORROW 
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FRAUNHOFER BAU 



Building Energy Management Solutions of the Future: 
Automated and People-centric 
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◼ Provision of superior comfort tailored to the needs of individual people 

◼ Optimization of whole-building energy and energy cost performance 

◼ Continuous evaluation  of building systems’ performance to automatically detect and 
diagnose subpar building operations (ongoing commissioning)  

◼ Support of the electric grid as PV penetration continues to dramatically increase  

◼ Integration of new devices  (highly scalable)  

Source: Building Robotics, CrowdComfort 



Ongoing Commissioning and Optimal Whole-building Control: 
Applying data to enhance building performance 
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◼ Ongoing Commissioning: Continuous monitoring of building performance to ensure buildings 
function as intended 
◼ Automated fault detection and diagnostics: Actionable information to address faults 

◼ Typical energy savings of 5 – 20% of whole-building energy consumption 

◼ Becomes more important as sophistication of building HVAC systems and controls increases  

◼ Improve occupant comfort 

◼ Optimal Building Control: Dynamic selection of the optimum set of control strategies to minimize 
whole-building energy costs and consumption  
◼ Approaches include machine-learning algorithms and model-predictive control  

◼ Greatest value currently for peak demand management – energy cost savings of up to 30%   

 Sources: Brambley et al. (2005), Roth et al. (2008)  

ENERTIV DASHBOARD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://hms.harvard.edu/departments/campus-planning-and-facilities/facilities/sustainability-and-energyhttp://www.automatedbuildings.com/news/may06/articles/cimetrics/060427101619cimetrics.htm



Building Energy Management to Enhance Grid Performance 

◼ Today: Limited demand response, frequency regulation, locational marginal pricing  

◼ Future: Dynamic building load management in response to the dynamic state of the grid - not 
just shedding load to avoid demand charges 

◼ Reduce building operating costs by monetizing additional grid support functions 

◼ Increase the amount of renewable energy that can be deployed on a feeder 
◼ Particularly for high-penetration PV scenarios – mitigate mid-day PV production surplus 

◼ Integration with energy storage greatly increases potential  
◼ Increase building resilience: Prioritize building operations to enable extended islanded operation 
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Source:   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://energy.gov/articles/arpa-e-project-takes-innovative-approach-electrical-grid
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Amount of information in and out of buildings 
increases … 

1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 

TELEGRAPH (1832) 
PONY EXPRESS (1850) 

TELEPHONE (1876) 

TELEVISION (1950) 

INTERNET/DIAL-UP (1990) 

BROADBAND (EARLY 2000s) 

Pneumatic Building Control (1960s) 

Wireless Building Control (2000s) 

Digital Building Control (1980s) 
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… as does it for energy … 

1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 

FIREWOOD (BC-1900) 

COAL (1760-1950) 
ELECTRICITY (1800+) 

OIL (late 1800s-2030) 
NATURAL GAS (1900) 

PV (2000) 

TELEGRAPH (1832) 
PONY EXPRESS (1850) 

TELEPHONE (1876) 

TELEVISION (1950) 

INTERNET/DIAL-UP (1990) 

BROADBAND (EARLY 2000s) 

Pneumatic Building Control (1960s) 

Wireless Building Control (2000s) 

Digital Building Control (1980s) 
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… but more information will enable to decrease 
energy consumption 

1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 

FIREWOOD (BC-1900) 

COAL (1760-1950) 
ELECTRICITY (1800+) 

OIL (late 1800s-2030) 
NATURAL GAS (1900) 

PV (2000) 

0 

Net Energy Consumption/Production 

TELEGRAPH (1832) 
PONY EXPRESS (1850) 

TELEPHONE (1876) 

TELEVISION (1950) 

INTERNET/DIAL-UP (1990) 

BROADBAND (EARLY 2000s) 

Pneumatic Building Control (1960s) 

Wireless Building Control (2000s) 

Digital Building Control (1980s) 
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Freiburg Green City, 
Germany 

Source: germany.travel 
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UC Davis West Village, 
Davis, CA 

Source: westvillage.ucdavis.edu 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://westvillage.ucdavis.edu



Contact 

Christian Hoepfner 
Center Director, Fraunhofer CSE 
choepfner@fraunhofer.org 
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